E-Z Vent is a vinyl HI-PERFORMANCE trim that allows the top of a wall to properly vent and release unwanted water vapor from within the wall cavity through a series of venting slots. AMICO’s exclusive diverter design prevents water or driving rain from entering the wall cavity. A unique caulking surface with bond breaker tape allows for simple caulking to the soffit. The bond breaker tape releases to allow for two point contact which prevents caulk joint failure. An integrated ground provides a guide to allow for the proper thickness.
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E-Z Vent’s concealed vent slots allow air and water vapor to escape from within the interior cavity out the top of the wall.

- A high performance casing bead, when used in conjunction with rain screen allows the wall to ventilate through the top of wall.
- A 7/8” ground ensures the proper thickness of stucco is achieved.
- Concealed vent slots provide proper ventilation while preventing water from entering the wall cavity.
- A built in caulking surface with bond breaker tape is simple to caulk while at the same time preventing caulk joint failure.

Air and Vapor Flow

The E-Z Vent connector allows installers to attach pieces of E-Z Vent profiles to create a continuous seamless profile that lines up perfectly every time.
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